Support a changing doctoral candidate population, and develop your supervisory skills, knowledge, and understanding.

“The supervision of doctoral candidates is becoming ever more complex and challenging... this programme supports supervisors to effectively undertake their roles, to enhance the quality of the candidate learning experience, and to improve the chances of successful and timely completion.”

Professor Stan Taylor, Chair of the UKCGE’s Research Supervisors Network and Supervising Doctoral Studies Advisory Board Member

Pre-programme Diagnostic Tool
Your Experience and Priorities for Development

Modules
Introduction: The Doctoral Context
Attracting and Selecting Doctoral Applicants
Research Cultures and Environments
Managing Expectations, Responsibilities and Relationships
Planning and Conducting Research
Developing the Researcher and Enabling Progress
Doctoral Writing and Effective Feedback
Supporting your Candidate
Preparing for Completion and Examination
Developing your Supervisory Practice

Explore Supervising Doctoral Studies: